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Ex-drug kingpin. Has five kids, but ends up in prison â€” a flaw in
the plan: a guy might be willing to take a fella like that. 1/4.
NEWS: Femme Fatales Season 1 720p or 1080600. Femme Fatales
Season 1 720p or 1080600.Q: Listening to PHP response/out from
asp.net Say I have a page on ASP.Net (C#) where I pass a list of
names into a WCF service, which then writes the names to the
database. If the WCF service throws an error or an exception, I'd
like to know about it. How can I do that? I was thinking maybe the
PHP code that gets triggered when the WCF service throws the
error would have some PHP code to log it to a file or database or
something. Is that a good approach, or is there a better way? A:
While it's true that throwing exceptions is a bad idea to begin
with, in your case it is possible. I use a helper class called
ServiceMonitor that monitors service clients which can report
exceptions in a similar way as ASP.Net's
HttpContext.Server.GetLastError() because it doesn't throw
exceptions itself. In your case you would just need to implement
the Monitor event. Here's a tutorial for how to get started: I
wouldn't recommend the polling approach. It is not a good idea to
constantly poll the WCF service for errors which will cause
unneeded CPU cycles/IO. If you have reasonable knowledge in PHP
then you could write an application which checks for errors in the
WCF service on a regular basis using cron jobs but this is less
effort than using a monitor class. On top of that this approach
doesn't give you all information like a service client already threw
an exception after you fired off a success message. So if that was
the case then you wouldn't be able to catch it. You can of course
use this same approach for polling the WCF service to detect
whether changes have been made to the same item after you
have called the success() method successfully but that should be
a rare case in which it
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